Abstract. We study self-avoiding and neighbour-avoiding walks and lattice trails on two semiregular lattices, the (3.12 2 ) lattice and the (4.8 2 ) lattice. For the (3.12 2 ) lattice we find the exact connective constant for both self-avoiding walks, neighbour-avoiding walks and trails. For the (4.8 2 ) lattice we generate long series which permit the accurate estimation of the connective constant for self-avoiding walks and trails.
Introduction
There are only three regular tilings of the plane, the triangular, square and hexagonal tilings respectively. There are a further eight semiregular or Archimedean tilings (sometimes called homogeneous tilings) [9] . The defining feature of these tilings is that all vertices are of a single type. Note too that all edges are of equal length.
A self-avoiding walk (SAW) is an open connected path on edges of a lattice with the restriction that vertices on the path may not be revisited. They are normally considered distinct if they are distinct up to a translation.
A self-avoiding polygon (SAP) of n-steps is a SAW of (n−1)-steps whose starting point is adjacent to its ending vertex-and which can therefore be made into an n-step closed path by the addition of a single edge.
A neighbour-avoiding walk is a SAW with the additional restriction that adjacent vertices not connected by an edge cannot be occupied by the walk. The corresponding definition of neighbour-avoiding polygons (NAP) may also be given.
A lattice trail is defined like a SAW, except the restriction is not to vertices, but to edges. That is, trails are connected paths on the lattice subject to the restriction that edges may not be multiply occupied. Thus any SAW and any SAP is a trail on the same lattice. Trails too are usually defined up to a translation. Note that a trail can have either two or zero vertices of odd degree. Those with zero odd-degree vertices are sometimes called trailgons, in analogy with polygons.
Finally, it will turn out to be useful to define a new class of lattice path, which we call an osculating polygon. These are similar to trailgons, except the condition is imposed that edges may not cross at a vertex, but only touch. This is illustrated in figure 1(a) and (b) below. Thus the path shown in figure 1(c) corresponds to a single trail (or trailgon), but to two distinct osculating polygons, as shown in figure 1(d ) .
While SAW, NAW and lattice trails (T) on the regular lattices have been extensively studied, the other homogeneous lattices-with the exception of the kagomé lattice-have received less attention. Before reviewing the known results, it will be useful to state some general results that apply, in part, to these lattices. Recall that the covering lattice L c of a lattice L is obtained by an edge-to-vertex transformation as follows. Each edge of the lattice L becomes a vertex of the covering lattice L c , and vertices of L c are joined by an edge if the corresponding edges of L meet at a vertex of L. Thus, for example, the covering lattice of the hexagonal lattice is the kagomé lattice.
It is known [14] that any n-step trail on a lattice L produces an (n − 1)-step SAW on the covering lattice L c . However, in general there are SAW on the covering lattice that are not produced by trails on the original lattice, as this mapping is injective.
It is also known [18] that any n-step SAW on a lattice L produces an (n − 1)-step NAW on the covering lattice L c . This mapping is 1 : 1, or bijective. Finally, we mention a result [10] that Hughes [12] has generously called Guttmann's theorem to the effect that any regular lattice of coordination number 3 has the SAW and trail critical points equal. This theorem is immediately extendable mutatis mutandis to the homogeneous lattices, using either method of proof given in [10, 12] .
The known connective constants (the reciprocals of the critical point) for SAW on a number of lattices are given in table 1. Apart from the hexagonal lattice [15] result, all these results are numerical estimates. The results quoted for the kagomé [13] and Manhattan lattices were derived from recently extended series [3] . The result for square lattice trails is also a numerical estimate derived from extended series [5] , while that for the triangular lattice is an old, rather imprecise estimate [11] . As far as we are aware, no estimate has been made of the trail connective constant for the kagomé lattice, or the NAW connective constant for the triangular or hexagonal lattices. The corresponding table entries are accordingly left blank. For the hexagonal, Manhattan and L-lattices it follows from the theorem given above that the connective constant for trails is equal to the corresponding SAW value. The result for the connective constant for NAW on the square lattice is a recent numerical estimate [4] , while those for the kagomé and Manhattan lattice follow from Watson's mapping [18] .
Thus it can be seen that for SAW, NAW and trails, the connective constant is known exactly for only one lattice. It is clearly of considerable interest to find other lattices for which the connective constant can be exactly obtained. Another reason to look at the lattices we have considered is to determine whether the exponent universality that exists for regular tilings extends to non-regular tilings. With this is mind, and prompted by a query [1] , we have investigated SAW and NAW on two such semiregular lattices, the so called (3. 12 2 ) and (4.8
2 ) lattices, which are illustrated in figures 2 and 3, respectively. They both have vertices of coordination number three. 
The (3.12
2 ) lattice
We will first conside SAP on the (3.12 2 ) lattice. The smallest polygon is a triangle, and there is one triangle for every three vertices. Hence the lattice constant of the triangle is 1 3 . The next smallest polygon is the dodecagon, and each dodecagon shares an edge with six others. This connectivity is similar to that of hexagons on the hexagonal lattice. Indeed polygons on the two lattices map to one another if we observe that each step on the hexagonal lattice corresponds to either two or three steps on the (3.12
2 ) lattice. This is illustrated in figure 2 where we show how a step on the hexagonal lattice can be replaced by one step on a long edge of the dodecagon and either one step along an edge of a triangle or by a detour around the other two edges of the triangle.
Thus, apart from the initial term 1 3 x 3 corresponding to the triangle, the polygon generating function is obtained from that for the hexagonal lattice (given to 82 steps in [8] As the critical point for hexagonal lattice SAP is known [15] , and is
, it follows that the critical point for (3.12 2 ) lattice SAP is given by the solution of a twelfthdegree polynomial, namely
Numerically, this gives x c = 0.584 439 4298 . . . . For SAW a similar mapping applies. Let C hex (x) = 1 + 3x + 6x 2 +· · · be the generating function for hexagonal lattice SAW. Then the corresponding generating function for the (3.12 2 ) lattice is
For neighbour-avoiding SAW the mapping is even simpler. Nearest-neighbour contacts can only occur if the walker goes around two sides of a triangle. Forbidding this is equivalent to the mapping from the hexagonal lattice, x → x 2 . Hence the critical point for NAW on the (3.12 2 ) lattice is just
4 . From the theorem given above, it also follows that the connective constant for trails is equal to that for SAW.
A further consequence of these mappings is that the critical exponent for the SAW and SAP generating functions for both self-and neighbour-avoiding walks is the same as that for their hexagonal lattice counterpart.
Related ideas in the framework of percolation theory are contained in [16] and developed further in [17] . These ideas lead [19] to the critical occupation probability for site percolation on the (3.12 2 ) lattice,
. Recently, Batchelor [2] studied the O(n) loop model on the (3.12 2 ) lattice, and the critical point was obtained.
The (4.8 2 ) lattice
For this lattice we have found a local mapping that connects SAW on the (4.8 2 ) lattice to those of osculating polygons on the square lattice. Unfortunately, we have limited enumerative results for the osculating polygon problem, so the mapping does not help us in determining the critical point. Further discussion of the mapping is given in the next section. Accordingly, we have generated the polygon series to 150 terms. The method used to enumerate SAP on the (4.8
2 ) lattice is a generalization of the method devised by Enting [6] in his pioneering work on the enumeration of square lattice polygons. In our case we use transfer matrix techniques to count the number of polygons which span a rectangle W + 1 edges wide and L + 1 edges long. The transfer matrix technique involves drawing a line through the rectangle intersecting a set of W + 2 edges. For each configuration of occupied or empty edges along the intersection we maintain a (perimeter) generating function for loops to the left of the line cutting the intersection in that particular pattern. Polygons in a given rectangle are enumerated by moving the intersection so as to add one vertex at a time as shown in figure 3 . The allowed configurations along the intersection are described in [6] . Each configuration can be represented by an ordered set of edge states {n i }, where 
Configurations are read from the bottom to the top. So the configuration along the intersection of the polygon in figure 3 is {0112122}.
In table 2 we have listed the possible local 'input' states and the 'output' states which arise as the kink in the intersection in propagated by one step. Some of these update rules are illustrated further in figure 4 . The top row represents the 'input' states '10' or '20' and the possible output states are '01' and '10' or '02' and '20', respectively. The bottom row represents the 'input' state '11' as part of the configuration {01122}. In this case there are three possible output states. First, we can just connect the two loop ends (second and third picture), but in doing so we see that the upper part of the second loop before the move becomes the lower part of the one remaining loop after the move, that is the configuration {01122} becomes {00012}. This relabelling of the configuration is denoted by overlining in table 2. Secondly, we can connect the two loop ends and insert new loop ends (fourth picture), in which case we relabel the old configuration and insert a '12' so the configuration {01122} becomes {01212}. Thirdly, the two loop ends can simply be continued (fifth picture). The weights corresponding to these configuration transformations are simply calculated by counting the number of steps which have been added to the polygon. Similar considerations yield all of table 2. Note that the 'input' state '12' is special because connecting the two ends results in a closed loop, so this is only allowed if there are no other loops cut by the intersection and the result is a valid polygon which is accumulated in the total count for that particular length. We refer the interested reader to [6, 8] for further The major difference between the method used to enumerate polygons in this work and the original method of Enting [6, 8] is that we require valid polygons to span the rectangle in both directions while the original method only required valid polygons to span the lengthwise direction. The major drawback of this approach is that for most configurations we have to keep four distinct generating functions since the partially completed polygon to the left of the intersection could have reached neither, both, the lower, or the upper boundaries of the rectangle. The major advantage is that the memory requirement of the algorithm is exponentially smaller. Polygons spanning a rectangle with a width close to W max have to be almost convex, so very convoluted polygons are not possible and thus configurations with many loop ends (non-zero entries) make no contribution at perimeter length 8W max + 6. In fact in our calculation to 150 terms the maximum number of configurations appeared at W = 15 while W max = 18. Furthermore, for any W we know that contributions will start at 8W so for each configuration we need only retain 8(W max − W ) + 6 terms of the generating functions.
The series coefficients are listed in table 3. An analysis parallelling that of the square lattice polygon series [7] gives x 2 c = 0.305 635 99(2) and exponent 2 − α = 1.500 015(25) from which we conclude that, almost certainly, α = 1 2 , as for other regular lattices. We also find an additional conjugate pair of singularities at x 2 c = −0.297 38(1) ± 0.300 37(1)i with exponent 1.505(10), which is also almost certainly 3 2 exactly. From the theorem given above, it also follows that the connective constant for trails is equal to that for SAW.
A mapping between (4.8
2 ) polygons and square OP There exists a somewhat contrived mapping between square lattice OP and SAP on the (4.8 2 ) lattice. Let us denote the perimeter of a square lattice OP by n, the number of right- 
By looking at the configurations in figure 4 the mapping becomes almost self-evident. If we ignore the small squares on the (4.8
2 ) lattice (let the length of the short edges vanish) 2 ) lattice has steps on both sides of a little square we get a degree 4 vertex in the OP on the square lattice. Otherwise, a step along one of the long edges on the (4.8 2 ) lattice is followed by another step in the same direction or a right-angle bend, which obviously corresponds to straight pieces and bends in the OP. The mapping simply says that each bend in the OP is either a long step followed by a short step or a long step followed by three short steps (detour round a little square) on the (4.8
2 ) lattice thus yielding the factor (x 2 + x 4 ) b . A degree 4 vertex corresponds to a long step followed by a short step on either side of a little square thus yielding the factor x 4c . Since degree 4 vertices use two long steps we are left with n − b − 2c straight pieces in the OP. Each of these are a long step followed by two short steps on the (4.8
2 ) lattice and since we can take a path along either side of any little square we get the factor (2x 3 ) n−b−2c . We have verified that this mapping gives results correct up to and including polygons of perimeter 34 on the (4.8
2 ) lattice. Up to order 30 we could have just as well use trailgons as OP, but at order 32 (and beyond) the different symmetries associated with the vertices of degree 4 manifest themselves.
Conclusion
We have obtained the exact critical point for SAW, trails and NAW on the (3.12 2 ) lattice, and have shown that the corresponding critical exponents for SAW, NAW and SAP are unchanged from their regular lattice counterparts.
Exact enumeration of SAP on the (4.8 2 ) lattice has resulted in an accurate estimate of the critical point and an estimate of the exponent in agreement with the regular lattice value. The same results hold for trails. The numerical values obtained are summarized in table 4. A summary of corresponding connective constants for the regular lattices is given in table 1 in the introduction.
